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Abstract

Memory size is an important economic factor in the development of embedded
systems� It is therefore desirable to �nd compiler optimization techniques that
reduce the size of the generated code� One such code compression technique is
procedural abstraction� where repeated occurrences of equivalent code fragments
are factored out into new subroutines� Previously� procedural abstraction has been
applied at the machine code level in optimizing linkers or binary rewriting tools�
We investigate the prospects of applying procedural abstraction at the intermediate
code level of a whole�program optimizing C compiler� Placing the optimization
before register allocation makes it target independent� and will allow us to take
full advantage of powerful code selection� register allocation and code scheduling
techniques�

� Introduction

Memory size is an important economic factor in the development of embedded sys�
tems� It is therefore desirable to �nd compiler optimization techniques for code
compression� i�e� techniques that reduce the size of the generated code� Tradition�
ally� such techniques have been applied at the machine code level� by� for example�
replacing repeated sequences of machine code instructions by subroutine calls �pro�
cedural abstraction��

In this paper� we investigate the prospects of applying procedural abstraction at
the intermediate code level� The potential advantages are many� The intermediate
code is target independent� which is important because a compiler framework for
embedded systems will often support many di�erent targets� Since the code com�
pression phase is placed before register allocation and various optimization steps�
we avoid missing opportunities for code compression when similar intermediate code
fragments are mapped to distinct machine code� due to� for example� the e�ects of
register allocation� Also� it is possible to apply transformations to allow semanti�
cally equivalent but syntactically distinct code fragments to be identi�ed�

Applying procedural abstraction at the intermediate code level will give best
results if the compiler has access to the whole program� Thus� it desirable to
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abandon the traditional framework in which modules are compiled separately and
then linked� and instead compile all modules together� Since compiling all modules
of a program in one step o�ers many other opportunities for optimization �whole
program optimization�� we think this approach is reasonable�

A number of researchers have proposed techniques that apply data compression
to object code� Decompression of code occurs either during loading 	
�� or requires
specialized hardware 	���� While these approaches often give better results than
techniques that produce directly executable code� this advantage is o�set by the
extra cost and inconvenience of the machinery required to perform the decompres�
sion�

Code compression algorithms that produce executable code typically operate on
machine code� where string matching techniques are used to locate repeated oc�
currences of instruction sequences 	�� ��� Recently� Cooper � McIntosh 	�� have
proposed a more sophisticated code compression technique� They rely on string
matching algorithms but improve applicability of the algorithm by using an �ab�
stract� representation in which register names are represented as o�sets pointing
to the previous use of the name� Thus� two program fragments which only di�er
in their use of registers can be identi�ed� Debray� Evans and Muth 	� generate a
�ow graph from the executable code� and use a matching technique to locate re�
peated occurrences of �ow graph fragments� The matching algorithm allows code
fragments that use di�erent registers to be identi�ed� and applies renaming to per�
mit such fragments to be replaced by a common subroutine� given that su�ciently
many unused registers are available�

� Procedural abstraction

Procedural abstraction is an optimization which replaces multiple instances of se�
mantically equivalent code with calls to a single new procedure�

A �ow graph fragment can be replaced by a procedure call if it has unique entry
and exit edges� i�e�� if it is a single entry single exit region� Two such regions can be
replaced by a single procedure de�nition if they are semantically equivalent� Since
semantic equivalence is� in general� undecidable� we must �nd a syntactic criterion
which guarantees semantic equivalence� We have chosen to consider pairs of �ow
graph fragments that are syntactically equal modulo renaming of temporaries and
labels�

��� Basic concepts

We assume that we are working at an intermediate code level of the compiler�
before register allocation� The intermediate code is three�address code� with a
�call� instruction that can take an arbitrary number of parameters� and return an
arbitrary number of values� The �ow graph of every function in the whole program
is available�

The �ow graphs are directed graphs� which have distinguished start and end
nodes� The start node has no predecessors� the end node has no successors� and
every node occurs on some path from the start node to the end node� Each node is
a basic block consisting of a sequence of instructions ending with a jump instruction
which is the only jump instruction in the sequence� Only the �rst instruction of a
basic block may be the target of a jump�
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A temporary t is live at an edge e in a �ow graph� if there is a path in in the
graph from e to the end node where t is used before it is de�ned� Note that we
de�ne liveness at edges� rather than at the beginning and end of basic blocks�

In a �ow graph� a node or edge x is said to dominate a node or edge y if every
path from entry to y includes x� Also� a node or edge x is said to postdominate a
node or edge y if every path from y to exit includes x� Note that edges can dominate
nodes and vice versa�

��� Single entry single exit regions and Program Structure

Trees

We are interested in locating graph fragments that can be replaced by procedure
calls� First� a simple example to show why a pair of a dominator node and a
postdominator node may have more than one entry� Consider the following graph�

1

2

3

4

Clearly� node � dominates the following nodes� while  is the postdominator of �
and �� However� the region consisting of nodes �� � and  has two entry points� the
edge from start to �� and the back edge from 
 to ��

To identify fragments of �ow graphs which have a single entry and a single exit
we use the techniques described by Johnson� Pearson and Pingali 	��� Their tech�
niques require that a node n may not have both multiple predecessors and multiple
successors� Any �ow graph can easily be transformed to satisfy this requirement by
inserting extra nodes�

A single entry single exit �SESE� region in a �ow graph G is an edge pair �a� b�
where

�� the edge a dominates the edge b�

�� b postdominates a� and

� every cycle in G containing a also contains b and vice versa�

Note that SESE regions may partially overlap� Consider a chain of three SESE
regions� A�B and C� We can create two regions �A�B� and �B�C�� where B is
shared between the two regions�

A single entry single exit region �a� b� is canonical if

�� b dominates b� for any region �a� b��

�� a postdominates a� for any region �a�� b�

An example of a �ow graph with its canonical single entry single exit regions is
given in Figure �� The conditions for canonical single entry single exit regions
ensure that two regions are either disjoint or one region is contained within the
other� This allows us to organize the canonical single entry single exit regions in
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Figure �� Flow graph with single entry single exit regions

a tree� called the Program Structure Tree �PST�� The leafs of a program structure
tree will be regions consisting of a basic block� Internal nodes of the PST will
be regions corresponding to �ow graph fragments with a non�trivial control �ow�
generated from� for example� loops or if�statements in the source program� Figure
� shows the PST for the �ow graph in Figure �� De�ne the rank of a region to be �
if it is a leaf in the program structure tree� and one plus the rank of its child with
highest rank� otherwise�

Johnson et al� 	�� describe a linear algorithm to locate the canonical SESE regions
of a �ow graph�

��� Matching

Once the canonical single entry single exit regions of the �ow graph have been
located� we want to �nd sets of regions that can be replaced by procedure calls�

Given two regions �a� b� and �a�� b�� with nodes N and N �� and temporaries T
and T �� say that the two regions match if there are bijective mappings f � N � N �

and g � T � T � such that f maps the destination of a to the destination of a�� and
whenever f�n� � n�� all the following holds for the two nodes n and n�

�� they contain the same number of instructions�

�� the kth instruction in n is identical to the kth instruction in n� in everything
except the operands� for k � �� and
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Figure �� Program structure tree for Figure �

� for all pairs of corresponding operands in n and n�� one of the following holds

�a� the operands are constants c and c� such that c � c��

�b� the operands are temporaries t and t� of the same type� such that g�t� �
t�� or

�c� the operands are labels denoting nodes m and m�� such that either m is
the destination of b and m� is the destination of b�� or f�m� � m��

It can be shown that matching �as de�ned here� is an equivalence relation� The
proof is outlined here� Clearly� any region R matches itself �with identity functions
for the mappings f and g� so we have re�exivity� If a region R� matches a region
R�� then R� matches R� �using the well de�ned inverses of the mappings f and
g� so we also have symmetry� Finally� if R� matches R�� and R� matches R��
then R� matches R� �through functional composition of the mappings� which gives
transitivity�

��� The matching algorithm

The matching algorithm takes two regions� and determines whether they match�
The �rst step is to build the node mapping f � This is done by traversing the �ow�
graphs of the two regions in parallel� starting with the destinations of the entry
edges� and visiting successors in the order in which they appear in the last instruc�
tion of each node� Pairs of unvisited nodes are added to the mapping� while pairs
of visited nodes are checked for consistency with it� If the consistency check fails�
or only one of the current nodes have been visited� then the matching fails� The
output from this step is a list of node pairs �n� n�� such that f�n� � n��

Next� the algorithm checks that the nodes in each pair have the same number of
instructions� and that the corresponding instructions are identical in everything but
the operands� The output from this step is a list of pairs of corresponding operands�

The �nal step traverses the list of operand pairs� and builds the mapping g

between the temporaries of the two regions� In order for the matching to succeed� the
operands in each pair must be of the same kind� labels� constants� or temporaries�
At this stage� any pair of labels is accepted� since the labels have already been
matched by the �rst step of the algorithm� Each pair of constants �c� c�� must
have c � c�� The pairs of temporaries are inserted into the mapping g as they are
encountered� This insertion succeeds for a pair �t� t�� if either the same pair has
already been inserted� or no pair with t in the �rst position or t� in the second
position has been inserted�
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While this algorithm only deals with pairs of regions� the fact that matching is
an equivalence relation allows us to form larger groups of matching regions�

��� Rewriting

The rewriting step takes a group of matching regions and replaces each with a call
to a new procedure�

����� Creating a new procedure

Let R�� � � � � RN be a group of matching single entry single exit regions� For each
pair of regions Ri and Rj � we have a bijection between the temporaries of Ri and
Rj �

Create a new procedure P � whose body is a copy of R�� where each temporary
has been replaced by a fresh temporary� The new procedure P will of course match
R�� and since matching is transitive� it will also match R�� R�� � � � � RN �

����� Replacing a region with a procedure call

To replace a region �a� b� with a procedure call� create a new node n containing a
call instruction and a jump to the destination of b� Let n be the the destination of
a and the source of b� Remove all nodes of the region �a� b� from the graph�

����� Determining parameters

In general� any temporary occurring in P can be both input and output parameter�
A temporary which is used in the procedure must be an input parameter if it is
live at entry of the procedure� If it is de�ned in the procedure� it must be an input
parameter if it is live at entry of the procedure� and an output parameter if it is live
upon exit� A temporary is live on entry of P if one of the corresponding temporaries
in one of the regions R�� � � � RN is live at the entry of that region� and live at exit
of P if one of the corresponding temporaries is live at the exit of its region�

����� Estimating code size reductions

Rewriting a group of matching regions will not always result in a reduction in
code size� because of the overhead of the added procedure calls� Before any group
is rewritten� an estimate is calculated of how much code size will be reduced by
rewriting the group� If the estimated code size reduction turns out to be negative�
the group is not rewritten�

The following formula can be used to estimate the code size reduction resulting
from the rewriting of a group of N matching regions�

savings � N�regionSize� callerSize�� �regionSize � calleeSize��

where regionSize is based on an estimate of the size of the object code actually
produced from the di�erent instructions in the region� Similarly� callerSize esti�
mates the added size of one procedure call and calleeSize the added size of one new
procedure�
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��� Improving the algorithm

In this section we discuss several important ways to make the algorithm run faster�

����� Fingerprinting

Given the set of canonical single entry single exit regions in a program� one can
�nd candidates for rewriting by matching all pairs of regions� This� however� would
be unreasonably expensive� as the number of pairs grows quadratically with the
number of regions�

Following Debray et al� 	�� we employ a �ngerprinting scheme� in which a �n�
gerprint is computed for each region� The �ngerprint is designed so that two regions
with di�erent �ngerprints are guaranteed not to match� The regions can then be
partitioned into groups with identical �ngerprints� The regions within one such
group need only be matched against the other regions in the same group�

There are a number of quantities which are inexpensive to compute given the
program structure tree� and which guarantee that two regions with di�erent values
can not match� Some of these are more e�cient in di�erentiating small regions�
others are e�ective for large� deeply nested regions� Ideally� the �ngerprints should
be composed frommore than one such quantity� Some of the more obvious quantities
for a region R are the rank of R� the number of children and descendants of R� the
number of �ow graph nodes contained in R� the number of instructions in R� and
the opcodes of the �rst few instructions in the �rst node of R� To speed up the
partitioning� each �ngerprint can be encoded into a single machine word�

����� Taking advantage of the program structure tree

The matching algorithm presented in Section �� looks at all nodes within the �ow
graphs of the two regions being matched� When regions are nested� this means that
many nodes will be matched more than once� It is possible to use the information
in the program structure trees to avoid this�

The key observation here is that for two regions R and R� to match� it is neces�
sary that each pair of corresponding sub�regions in R and R� match� If all regions
are matched in order of increasing rank� then all child regions will be matched be�
fore their parents� The success or failure of each match can be stored in a table�
so that when the parent region is matched� the result can be looked up� instead
of re�computed� This also allows us to abort matching early� if some pair of cor�
responding sub�regions does not match� To avoid having to match the operands
of the subregions again� we can reuse the mappings between temporaries that are
built by the matching algorithm�

The bottom�up matching requires that all regions of rank j � k be matched
before any regions of rank k can be matched� In particular� all regions of rank �
�leaf regions in the PST� must be matched before all other regions� The problem is
that the leaf regions are often so small that they will not be worth rewriting� We
would like to avoid matching regions that are so small that rewriting them would
not give any savings� An alternative technique is to match regions recursively�
top�down� in the following manner�

Match regions in order of decreasing rank� When a corresponding pair of sub�
regions is encountered� match them recursively before proceeding with the parent
regions� Store the result of each match� and the mapping between the temporaries�
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If the result is known for a pair of sub�regions� the mappings can be looked up�
Stop matching when all remaining regions are too small to make a contribution�

� Experiments

We have implemented the procedural abstraction algorithm in the compiler frame�
work of the Whole Program Optimization project �WPO�� and evaluated its per�
formance on a set of benchmark programs�

��� Prototype Implementation

Our research compiler borrows a full�featured ANSI C frontend from IAR Systems�
The frontend includes some global optimizations� but for this experiment� all code
expanding transformations �such as inlining� were disabled� The subsequent phase
collects intermediate code and symbol data from all modules �source �les� of a
program� builds �ow graphs for each procedure�� performs alias analysis 	��� and
builds a complete call graph� �The alias analysis is required to reduce the number
of possible targets of calls to function pointers��

We have implemented the top�down version of the matching algorithm �see Sec�
tion ������� with �ngerprinting� For technical reasons� it can not match aliased
local variables�� array or struct references� or any global or static data� This leaves
constants� compiler�generated temporaries� and non�aliased local variables to be
matched�

The WPO compiler framework is currently under development� which has meant
that register allocation and code generation have not been available for the proto�
type implementation� The veri�cation of the correctness of the procedural abstrac�
tion algorithm has therefore been limited to code inspection� and manual inspections
of the output data of the various stages�

Furthermore� time constraints have prevented us from implementing a complete
rewriting phase� To get meaningful results� we use estimated code size reductions�
as described in Section ����
� The estimates can be made to accurately re�ect the
reduction in intermediate code size resulting from an actual rewriting phase� In
detail� it is done as follows�

The matching phase results in a list of groups of regions� where all regions in
a group match each other� The groups are sorted in order of decreasing rank�
Estimated code size reduction is computed for the �rst group in the list� If positive�
it is added to the total code size reduction� and for all but one region in the group�
all child regions are deleted from the list� This models the fact that the rewriting
will replace many regions with a single one� If the estimate is non�positive� the
group does not contribute to the total code size reduction� and the descendants of
the regions are left alone� The �rst group is then removed from the list� and the
process repeated until the list is empty�

The basic formula used for computing estimated code size reduction is that
given in ����
� with regionSize set to the number of instructions in a region� and
parameters callerSize and calleeSize set to �� We have also considered higher values

�The intermediate code representation requires that each procedure has only one exit point� so
multiple returns are replaced by jumps to a single return instruction�

�A local variable is aliased if its address is taken �using the � operator in C��
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Name Description Procedures Regions Instrs

rawcaudio Part of the adpcm audio
encoder�decoder

� �� ���

ks Kernighan�Schweikert
graph partitioning

�� ��� ����

anagram Anagram generator �	 ��
 ���
h�	
 Video decoder�player �� ��	� �����
mpeg�enc Mpeg video encoder �	 ��
� �����
pegwit Public key encryption and

authentication program
�� ��
� �����

Table �� Benchmarks

of the two parameters callerSize and calleeSize� to model contexts where procedure
calls are more expensive�

��� Benchmarks

The benchmark programs used in the experiments are listed in Table �� The
benchmarks were taken from the following sources� rawcaudio� mpeg�enc and
pegwit from the MediaBench benchmark suite� http���www�cs�ucla�edu��leec�
mediabench�applications�html� the benchmarks ks and anagram from Todd Austin�s
Pointer Intensive Benchmark Suite� http���www�cs�wisc�edu��austin�ptr	dist
�html� and the h��
 benchmark from Telenor�s H��� software site� http���www
�nta�no�brukere�DVC�h��
 software�� The table lists each program together
with its number of procedures� single entry single exit regions� and intermediate
code instructions�

��� Results

We have used three di�erent cost models to calculate the code size reductions
achieved by the procedural abstraction� All of them are based on the equation
in Section ����
� with regionSize equal to the number of intermediate code instruc�
tions in the region� Table � shows the results of an experiment where both caller�
Size and calleeSize were set to one� With this cost model� the savings represent
the exact reduction in the number of intermediate code instructions� The column
labeled �Instrs� shows the number of instructions prior to procedural abstraction�
�Saved� shows howmuch procedural abstraction reduces the number of instructions�
�Saved�Instrs� shows the savings relative to the size of the original program�

We have also measured how much of the savings can be attributed to high�
level regions� i�e�� regions that are not leafs in the program structure tree� In
this experiment� all regions of rank � were removed from the list of candidates
before computing the savings� The column labeled �HL� shows the reduction in
the intermediate code achieved for high�level regions only� and �HL�Saved� shows
the high�level savings in proportion to the total savings�

For the column �Saved�Instrs�� we present two di�erent averages� In the row
labeled �Total�� the total number of instructions is divided by the total savings� In
the row labeled �Average�� the sum of the proportions is divided by the number of
benchmarks� The sixth column� �HL�Saved� is treated the same way�

The other two cost models were used to see how the algorithm performs in
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Name Instrs Saved Saved�Instrs HL HL�Saved

rawcaudio ��� �� ����� � ��	��

ks ���� ��� ����
 �� ����	

anagram ��� �� ����� � �����

h��� ����� ��	 ���	
 
�� �����

mpeg�enc ����� ��	� ����� ��� ��
��

pegwit ����� 
�� ����� �
 ���	�

Total 
	�	� �	�� ����
 ���� ��
	�
Average ���		 �����

Table �� Caller and callee size � �

Name Instrs Saved Saved�Instrs HL HL�Saved

rawcaudio ��� � ����� � �����

ks ���� �
 ����� � �����

anagram ��� 	 ����� � �����

h��� ����� ��� ����� ��
 ��	��

mpeg�enc ����� 	�� ����	 
�� ���



pegwit ����� ��� ����� 	� �����

Total 
	�	� ���	 ���
� 	�� �����
Average ����� �����

Table � Caller and callee size � �

a situation where procedure calls are more expensive� They use callerSize and
calleeSize of two and three� Table  presents the results with size �� and Table 

presents the results with size �

As expected� the performance of the compression algorithm drops when the
estimated cost for function calls goes up� Also� for most benchmarks� the relative
contribution from high�level regions increases� probably because high�level regions
tend to be larger than low�level regions�

� Discussion

One might expect the code compression techniques that are applied to object code
to be very sensitive to the quality of the compiler� A very straight�forward com�
piler� which uses registers only to store intermediate results during evaluation of

Name Instrs Saved Saved�Instrs HL HL�Saved

rawcaudio ��� � ����� � 

ks ���� 
� ���
� � ����	

anagram ��� 
 ����� � �����

h��� ����� �
� ����� ��� �����

mpeg�enc ����� 
�� ���
� ��� ��	��

pegwit ����� �	 ����� 
� ��	�	

Total 
	�	� ��
 ����	 
	� ��	��
Average ����� �����

Table 
� Caller and callee size� 
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expressions and implements very few optimizations� should produce code that is
more suitable for compression than a modern� optimizing compiler with sophisti�
cated register allocation� We have no de�nite proof that this is the case� but it is
quite striking that the code compression algorithm of Fraser et al� 	�� performs much
better than the more sophisticated algorithm by Cooper � McIntosh 	�� �which is
applied to the output of a more modern compiler�� Zastre 	�
� shows similar results�
We expect that the gains of applying code compression to machine code are likely
to decrease as compilers improve�

While previous techniques seem to lose in performance as compilers become more
sophisticated� we excpect that our code compression technique will only bene�t
from powerful register allocation techniques� Since the code compression algorithm
introduces new procedures and replaces code fragments with procedure calls� the
impact of the technique �with respect to performance and code volume� is very
dependent on how procedure calls are implemented� By using a calling convention
that passes arguments and results in registers� and a register allocation technique
that reduces the number of register�to�register copies through coalescing 	��� the
overhead of procedure calls can be kept low� To reduce the overhead of saving and
restoring registers at procedure calls� one might consider an interprocedural register
allocation 	�� �� ���

One drawback with performing prodedural abstraction at the intermediate code
level is that the later phases of the compiler can introduce more opportunities for
compression� For example� it might be possible to factor out and compress function
prologue and epilogue code� or complicated address calculations� Because of this�
the intermediate code compression should be combined with some form of machine
code compression for the best possible results�

� Conclusions and future work

Our preliminary results show a reduction in intermediate code size of between ���
and ���
�� Given that our benchmarks are quite small �and that larger bench�
marks should give better results�� the results are quite encouraging� A compression
technique that can maintain this level of compression in the generated executable
might certainly be considered for inclusion in a compiler for embedded systems�

We would like to investigate whether the savings reached at the intermediate
code level can be sustained when generating executable code� We would also like
study how the code compression performs when combined with other optimizations�

At present the algorithm that matches �ow graph fragments can only match
graphs with similar structure� It would be interesting to consider more general
matching algorithms that allowed some code transformations� such as �limited�
re�ordering of instructions� the application of arithmetic equalities� and the replace�
ment of constants with parameters�
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